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1 Administrative information
Type of report
What is the FSCA based on
2 Information on submitter of the report
Status of submitter
3 Manufacturer information
4 European Authorised Representative Information
5 Swiss Authorized Representative
6 Submitter
6 Medical device information
Class
MDD/AIMDD 
IVDD 
MDR 
Type (Multiple choice) 
IVDR 
Type (Multiple choice) 
Unique Device Identification (UDI)  
Please indicate the date of one of the following: 
7 Description of the FSCA
Is the root cause  known :
Manufacturer Action Required: "check all that apply":
Action to be taken by the user "check all that apply":
SubActions for Switzerland 
Please list all subactions planned by the manufacturer in this FSCA and the time schedule (e.g. inform user, send reminders, software update, effectiveness check,...). To add or remove actions use the buttons (+/-)
SubAction 
IMDRF Medical device problem codes (Annex A)  Coding with IMDRF terms is a mandatory requirement (one code per field)
IMDRF 'Medical device problem codes'
IMDRF ‘Cause Investigation' terms and codes (Annex B, C, D)
Coding with IMDRF terms is a mandatory requirement (one code per field)
IMDRF Cause investigation: Type of investigation (Annex B)
IMDRF Cause investigation: Investigation findings (Annex C)
IMDRF Cause investigation: Investigation conclusion (Annex D)
Greatest hazard presented to the patient / user that the FSCA is intended to mitigate - IMDRF 'Health Effect' terms and codes (Annex E, F). Coding with IMDRF terms is a mandatory requirement (one code per field)
IMDRF 'Clinical signs, symptoms, and conditions codes' (Annex E)
IMDRF 'Health impact' codes (Annex F)
Component causing the problem adressed by this FSCA - IMDRF 'component' terms and codes (Annex G). 
Coding with IMDRF terms is a mandatory requirement (one code per field)
IMDRF Component codes 
FSN Status
The medical device has been distributed to the following countries:
8 Comments
0
Submit the FSCA
Submission of this report does not, in itself, represent a conclusion by the manufacturer and/or authorised representative or the National Competent Authority that the content of this report is complete or accurate, that the medical device(s) listed failed in any manner and/or that the medical device(s) caused or contributed to the alleged death or deterioration in the state of the health of any person.
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Only for use with Adobe Professional 
To unprotect form for amendments or corrections click this button
 
HINWEIS
Dieses Formular funktioniert nur mit eingeschaltetem JavaScript. 
Der Adobe Reader weist mit folgender Information darauf hin.
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AVIS
Ce formulaire fonctionne uniquement avec la fonction JavaScript activé. Cette information est affichée si Javascript est désactivé. 
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AVVISO
Questo formulario funziona solo con la funzione JavaScript attivata. Questa informazione viene visualizzata se la funzione JavaScript è disabilitata.
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